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Break a leg - Wikipedia Break a leg" is an idiom in theatre used to wish a performer "good luck" in an ironic way. Well-wishers typically say "Break a leg" to actors
and musicians before they go on stage to perform. The origin of the phrase remains obscure. Break a leg! - Idioms by The Free Dictionary break a leg A phrase of
encouragement typically said to one who is about to perform before an audience, especially a theater actor. It is thought to be used due to the superstition that wishing
one "good luck" will result in the opposite, but the exact origin of the phrase is unknown. 'Break a leg' - the meaning and origin of this phrase The term 'break a leg'
appears to come from the belief that one ought not to utter the words 'good luck' to an actor. By wishing someone bad luck, it is supposed that the opposite will occur.
Other superstitions are that it is bad luck to whistle in a theatre, to say the final line of a play during dress rehearsal, or to say the name of 'the.

Urban Dictionary: break a leg I told him to break a leg at his preformance of Lysistrata. He didn't seem pleased. Why Do People Tell Actors to â€œBreak a Legâ€•?
The term â€œbreak a legâ€• may be traced back to the Elizabethan language. To â€œbreak a legâ€•, in Shakespeareâ€™s time, meant, literally, to bow- by bending at
the knee. Since a successful actor would â€œbreak a legâ€• onstage and receive applause, the phrase would, in effect, be a wish for good luck. break a leg meaning,
definition, examples, origin, synonyms â€œBreak a leg!â€• shouted the stage director to his actors before the beginning of the play. You have an exam tomorrow?
Break a leg! â€œMy first stage performance is scheduled for tonight.â€• â€œWell, break a leg!â€• â€œBreak a leg!â€• I shouted out to him before he rushed in for his
auditions.

Break a Leg (2005) - IMDb Break a Leg is one of those rare independent films that doesn't compromise its production values at any level. The writing is tight, the
dialogue first rate. Cassini is an actor's actor, and the role really shows off his talents. Break a leg | Define Break a leg at Dictionary.com Good luck! as in Play well,
Robâ€”break a leg! The origin of this imperative to a performer about to go onstage is unclear; it may have been a translation of the German Hals und Beinbruch
(â€œBreak your neck and legâ€•), also of unknown origin. More about Break A Leg â€“ Theatrecrafts.com Origin: â€œBreak a legâ€• is sourced in superstition. It is
a wish of good luck, but the words wish just the opposite. It was once common for people to believe in Sprites.

Break a Leg | Dance Moms Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia "Break a Leg" is the twenty-first episode of season two of Dance Moms. It first aired on August 7,
2012.
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